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You will need:
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Get i

by Imogen Davison

- Cake and board covered in white
fondant
- Biscuit dough
- Red, pink and green fondant (sugar
paste)
- Various round cutters
- 25mm Flower cutter
- Bird cutter
- Rolling pin
- Edible pen – black
- Serrated cone tool
- Scallop and comb tool
m
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- Edible glue
- Water
CLIC
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- Paint brush

1- Roll out your chosen biscuit 2 - Bake biscuits as directed in 3 - Roll out the red fondant to
dough to around 5mm your chosen recipe. Leave to 2mm thick and cut out 2
thickness and cut out 2 cool once baked.
birds.
birds. Use up the rest of the
dough with your own choice
of cutters.

4 - Attach the fondant to the 5 - Roll out some pink fondant 6 - Cut the circles into fat leaf
biscuits using a small amount and cut 2 42mm circles.
shapes using the same circle
of edible glue.
cutter.
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7 - Fix the pink shapes to the 8 - Add pattern details using the Serrated Cone and Comb
tummy of each bird using
tools.
water or edible glue.

9 - Cut 6 small leaf shapes
from the red fondant using a
30mm circle cutter.

10 - Cut out tiny triangles 11 - Emboss simple patterns
from the pink fondant using into the leaves using the
a 30mm circle cutter and
then fix them to the red comb tool.
leaves using water or edible
glue.

12 - Attach the leaves to the 13 - Use the smile tool to create 14 - Use the thick end of a
bird tails in a fan shape.
the birds eyes.
black edible pen to carefully
outline bird. Draw on wings,
the eye and outline the tummy
and tail feathers.

15 - Tip: If the pen starts to dry
up, dip into a small amount
of watered down black gel
colour.

16 - Roll out the green fondant to around 2mm thick. Use
several sizes of small round cutters to cut out the scalloped
leaf points. NB: You can use ready made holly cutters but for the folky
feel I wanted them to be simpler and more naïve.

17 - Cut out 9 leaves and set 18 - Roll out the remaining 19 - Roll out the pink fondant
aside.
red fondant to 2mm thick to 2mm and cut out 2 flowers
and cut out 2 flowers, 4 and 2 16mm circles.
10mm red circles and 2
16mm circles.

20 - Use a small amount of
water to fix the contrasting
red and pink coloured 16mm
circles onto the flowers.

21 - Use the end of the Serrated 22 - Lightly press 2 small circle
Cone tool to press a small cutters into the circle to
starburst shape into the create further detail.
centre of the circle.
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Christmas bauble cupcake
by Suzi Witt of Pretty Witty Cakes

You will need
White sugarpaste
Fuchsia sugarpaste
Circle cutter
Snowflake cuter
Pure sable brush size 1
Stencil brush
Flower pad
Medium non-stick board
Medium non-stick rolling pin
Pearl white lustre dust
Edible glue
Sherry lustre dust
Ice cream scoop for domed/chocolate cupcakes
Ball tool
Scalpel knife
Small amount of florist paste
Cotton reel (for decoration only)
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Get it

23 - Use the thick end of a black edible pen to carefully 24 - On your cake, draw a pair
outline all of the leaves, flowers and berries.
of freehand swirled branches.

CLICK

All equipment used in the tutorials is available in the Pretty Witty Cakes Shop

25 - Make one slightly longer 26 - Use water or a little edible 27 - Roll 2 small balls of fondant
than the other so it looks glue, to attach the leaves and to help fix and support the 2
less formal.
flowers to the cake.
bird biscuits on top of the
cake.

Many thanks to Imogen Davison of Sugar Button Cakes

1 - Take a flat topped cupcake (see
the Video on ‘How to flat ice a
Cupcake’ to do this if you don’t yet
know how to).

2 - With the remaining buttercream
you have after flat icing the
cupcakes, you will make the bauble!

3 - ake an ice cream scoop full of
butter cream. We use the chocolate
size ice cream scoop from the online
shop.

4 - Fill the scoop up and scrape off
the excess so it has a level bottom.

5 - Plop out the scoop of buttercream
onto a sheet of parchment paper.

6 - Prepare as many as you need on
the parchment paper then put in the
fridge for at least 1 hour. The butter
will go cold and the buttercream will
become hard to touch.

